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Constructing a Statistical Model 
Rule-Based Model (Decision Tree) 
If  AFFX-BloC-5 is Overexpressed and  
 AFFX-BloDn-5 is Underexpressed 
Then 
Classify as Metastatic 
Else 
Classify as Non-Metastatic 
Linear Model: 
Metastatic = sign ( 0,5  AFFX-BloC-5 – 0,5  AFFX-BloDn-5 + 3)  
Expression Values 
Genes / Probe Sets 
Metastatic
? 
AFFX-BloB-5_at AFFX-BloB-M_at AFFX-Blob-3_at AFFX-BloC-5_at … Affx-Bloc-3_at AFFX-BloDn-5_at   
Sample 1 123.00 1.00 2,3 12.00   23.00 34.00 Yes 
2 323.00 23.00 4,54 2.00   21.00 65.00 No 
              No 
                
              No 
N 232.00 4,5 23.00 0,55   75.00 343.00 Yes 
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Reproducibility of Statistical Analysis 
Development of Novel Methods 
 

Challenges and Competitions 
Re-Using and Revisiting 
Meta-Analysis 
• Does psychotherapy reduce depression? 
• 375 studies were included 
• 2 years of collecting the papers (!) 
 
• Combine p-values, regression coefficients, statistics found in the 
papers (not the raw data) 
Gene V Glass 
Meta-Analysis on the Raw Data 
• One research hypothesis for each gene! 
• Raw data allow more sophisticated statistical methods 
• Batch-Effect Removal 
 


Motivation: Heterogeneous data sets measuring 
the same system under study  
Variables 
 
Study 
Thrombosis 
(Yes/No) 
Contraceptives 
(Yes/No) 
Protein C 
(numerical) 
Cancer 
(Yes/No) 
Protein Y 
(numerical) 
Protein Z 
(numerical) 
1 
observational 
data 
Yes No 10.5 Yes - - 
No Yes 5.3 No - - 
- - 
No Yes 0.01 No - - 
2 
experimental 
data 
No No 0 (Control) No - - 
Yes No 0 (Control) Yes - - 
- - 
Yes Yes 5.0 (Treat.) Yes - - 
No Yes 5.0 (Treat.) No - - 
3 
different 
variables 
- - - Yes 0.03 9.3 
- - - 
- - - No 3.4 22.2 
4 
prior 
knowledge 
 Use of contraceptives cause thrombosis: 
Contraceptives Thrombosis 
October 2014 TSAMARDINOS, TRIANTAFILLOU  15 
Co-analyzing data sets from different experimental 
conditions with overlapping variable sets 
16 
Condition A Condition B 
Condition C Condition D 
• Different experimental conditions 
• Different variable sets 
• Data can not be pulled 
together because they 
come from different 
distributions 
 
Key point:  
• Data come from the 
same causal mechanism 
• Principles of causality 
links them to the 
underlying causal graph 
October 2014 TSAMARDINOS, TRIANTAFILLOU  
Co-analyzing data sets from different experimental 
conditions with overlapping variable sets 
17 
Condition A Condition B 
Condition C Condition D 
Key point:  
Identify the causal 
graphs that 
simultaneously fit 
all data 
October 2014 TSAMARDINOS, TRIANTAFILLOU  
Predicting Correlations between Quantities 
Never Jointly Measured [JMLR 2012] 
Predicted correlation 
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20 datasets 
698897 predictions  
98% accuracy  
0.79 R2  between predicted and sample correlation 
vs. 16% for random guessing 
Biological, Financial, Text, 
Medical, Social 
ERC Consolidator Grant started 1/1/2015 
Being Scientific About Science 
• NASA lost the original Moon Landing Tapes! 
• Beliefs and Knowledge based on Evidence 
• Which evidence (data)? 
• Which analysis methods? 
• Which implementation of software? 
• Combine with which knowledge? 
 
Challenges: Culture 
Challenge: Lack of Policies and Regulations 
• Suppose the cure for cancer is found as follows 
• Multiple pharmaceuticals shared their data 
• With several data analysts 
• Who employed several data analysis software products 
• That were run on several computing infrastructures and clouds 
• Initiated by the request of an oncologist 
 
• Who owns the IPR? What’s the liability of each one for security leaks? 
What is the liability on the quality of service? What if entities involved 
are sited in different countries? 
Challenge : Anonymization 
• Dropping the name, tax id, etc. from patient data does not ensure 
anonymity due to cross correlation with other public data (de-
identification) 
• Solution 1: Distort the original data in order to reduce the re-
identification risks while also preserving the statistical utility of the 
data 
• Share the analysis code not the data; Distributed analysis 
Conclusions 
• Public data invaluable in biomedicine 
• Reproducibility 
• Testing new methods 
• External validation of results 
• Meta-Analysis 
• Integrative Analysis 
• Open Data necessary for being Scientific About Science 
• Still great cultural but also technical challenges 
